Join us to make a difference in a high-demand industry with a degree that pays and a career that matters. We address critical issues in agriculture, food systems, and natural resource management, and our state-of-the-art labs and world-class faculty are just the beginning—we also offer numerous experiential learning opportunities beyond the classroom.

**Beaver Classic Student-Made Products**
Our flagship line of food products provides student jobs and internships that offer hands-on experience using industrial equipment, giving students a competitive edge in the job market.

**Ag Experiment Station Research Internships**
At our 14 agricultural experiment stations statewide, students gain research experience tackling real-world agriculture and natural resource challenges through paid internships.

**More Opportunities**
- $115M in annual research funding
- $900K in scholarships
- 14 ag experiment stations across Oregon
- 30 student clubs
- Study abroad and exchange partnerships

AgSci.oregonstate.edu

@OSUAgSci
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